Effective and efficient incipient fault diagnosis is vital to the maintenance and safe application of large-scale key mechanical system. Variable predictive model-based class discrimination is a recently developed multiclass discrimination method and has been proved to be potential tool for multi-fault detection. However, the vibration signals from dynamic mechanical system always present non-normal distribution so that the original variable predictive model-based class discrimination might produce the inaccurate outcomes. An improved variable predictive model-based class discrimination method is introduced at first in this work. At the same time, variable predictive model-based class discrimination will suffer computation difficulty in the case of high-dimension input features. Therefore, a novel feature selection method based on similarity-fuzzy entropy is presented to boost the performance of the variable predictive model-based class discrimination classifier. In this method, the ideal feature vectors are optimized to acquire more accurate similarity-fuzzy entropies for the input features. And, the one with the largest similarity-fuzzy entropy value is removed to refine input feature subset. Moreover, the optimal input features are repeatedly evaluated using the improved variable predictive model-based class discrimination classifier until the expected results are achieved. Finally, the incipient multi-fault diagnosis model for a hydraulic piston pump is established and verified by experimental test. Some comparisons with commonly used methods were made, and the results indicate that the proposed method is more effective and efficient.
Introduction
The sudden failure of key engineering equipment, such as wind turbine and construction machine, will likely lead to unexpected break down and even casualties resulting in huge financial loss. Therefore, it will be plausible if any fault in them can be detected automatically as soon as possible. However, the reliable and real-time intelligent condition monitor and fault diagnosis is still a challenge due to the complex structure and work mechanism with harsh working environment and heavy working load for these key engineering equipments. 1, 2 Generally speaking, intelligent fault diagnosis is essentially pattern recognition 3 which includes feature extraction, feature selection, and pattern recognition. 4 So far, many data-driven intelligent fault diagnosis techniques have been developed. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Many powerful signal processing techniques, such as time-domain statistic analysis, wavelet transform, 13 and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and its extension methods, 14, 15 have been employed to extract sensitive fault features from different domains. Subsequently, to achieve accurate results, a feature selection technique is used to reduce the dimension of features before applying various pattern recognition techniques to indentify different situations. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Manifold learning has been combined with Shannon wavelet support vector machine (SW-SVM) to fulfill the fault diagnosis for a wind turbine transmission system. 24 The hierarchical symbol dynamic entropy was extracted to quantify the complexity of signals caused by early faults of rolling bearings, and the binary tree support vector machine (BT-SVM) served as intelligent recognition approach. 25 But, the widely used pattern recognition methods, such as artifical neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM), have their individual shortcomings. For example, the ANN method needs plenty of samples and has low speed due to complex iterating computation; SVM is a binary classifier and requires rigid parameter tuning so that it is complicate to solve the multicalss problem. Variable predictive model-based class discrimination (VPMCD) is a novel multiclass discrimination method. [26] [27] [28] The VPMCD can make full use of interactions among the features to establish mathematical models-variable predictive models (VPMs)-for each class so as to identify the classes without complex iterating nor strict parameters adjustment. 3, [29] [30] [31] Recently, many works have shown that the VPMCD classifiers have much better performance and are a potential tool for multiclass fault diagnosis. 29, 32, 33 However, the original VPMCD method cannot always adapt the non-normal distribution characteristics of features collected from vibration signals in dynamic mechanical system. Hence, the improved VPMCD technique is introduced in this paper. The details can be found in section ''VPMCD principle and improvement strategy.'' Moreover, it is found that the computation expense of the improved VPMCD classifiers will greatly increase when the feature dimension is larger to acquire the richer information, which would limit its efficiency for multiclass discrimination. If some irrelevant features are removed using a feature selection technique, then the information which is sensitive to fault type and fault degree for effective classification is presented with fewer features, then the improved VPMCD classifier would have less time cost and higher accuracy. In general, feature selection algorithms include filter models, wrapper models, and embedded models. 19, 20, 22, 23, 34, 35 Filter models evaluate the general characteristics of the training data to select a feature subset without employing any learning algorithm; thus, it has less computation cost. 23 Nevertheless, it might obtain the feature subsets irrelevant to classes. Recently, Tang et al. 19 proposed a feature selection method and applied it to bearing fault identification to improve the VPMCD performance, but the procedure is very complicated and difficult to be applied in practice. The wrapper models assess the performance of the feature subset selected using a pre-determined classification algorithm so that the classifiers can usually achieve more accuracy, but they are usually slower than filter models. 23 Fuzzy entropy based on similarity measure can indicate the relevance of features and classes and has been used to successfully complete the wrapper feature selection with similarity classifier. 22, 35 However, the similarity measure was usually computed by the mean value, likely leading to inaccurate results. Simutanously, the similarity classifier is complicated for the paremeters adjustment. A novel wrapper feature selection technique integrating similarity-fuzzy entropy with the improved VPMCD was proposed to refine input features so as to boost the identification efficiency in the intelligent multi-fault diagnosis in this work. And, the proposed method was applied to establish the incipient intelligent multi-fault diagnosis model including three types of single-fault and two types of multi-fault for a hydraulic piston pump in a construction machine. The experimental results show that the intelligent multifault model with the novel feature selection technique and the improved VPMCD is more effective and efficient.
The rest of the paper is written as follows. The VPMCD method and its improved technique are introduced in section ''VPMCD principle and improvement strategy.'' A novel wrapper feature selection technique which integrated the improved similarity-fuzzy entropy and the improved VPMCD is developed in section ''A novel feature selection method.'' Considering that piston pumps play great role in hydraulic system of some key large-scale equipments, the proposed technique is applied to incipient intelligent multi-fault diagnosis and verified in section ''Application to incipient intelligent multi-fault diagnosis for piston pumps'' and the conclusions are drawn in section ''Conclusion.''
VPMCD principle and improvement strategy

Basic VPMCD method
The feature variables extracted from the original signals and their intrinsic relationship can always quantify the natural characteristics of the dynamic system. Based on this hypothesis, a new multiclass discrimination method, called variable prediction model class discrimination (VPMCD), has been proposed and applied to medicine signal analysis. [26] [27] [28] The VPMCD can establish mathematical variable prediction models (VPMs) to discover the intrinsic and quantitative interactions among these feature variables and utilize these VPMs to identify the classes of unknown test samples. The VPMCD is implemented in the following two steps described as Figure 1 .
Step 1: VPM training. Suppose we collected g groups training samples extracted p different feature variables, expressed as a vector X = ½x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p for each sample. Given there are classes together and n training samples are collected, so training sample matrix TS ½n3p; g can be obtained. This training matrix TS is divided into g submatrices G k ½n k 3p, each of which served as a special class k, where n k is the number of the training samples for class k(k = 1, 2, . . . , g), that is, P n k = n. For class k, the feature variable vector is noted X k = ½x k 1 , x k 2 , . . . , x k p . The mathematical predictive model VPM k i for any feature variable x k i can be established with either a linear or a nonlinear regression equation in the form of formulas (1)-(4). 17 In other words,the function VPM k i can identify the interactions between the variable x k i and the other variables x k j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , r, j 6 ¼ i) in the same class k , and the set of other feature variables is termed as the predictor variable set. The element number of the predictor variable set is referred as predictor order and their different combination form is called as the design vector D k i , which is determined by the regression model type and the predictor order r. The regression models used mostly are listed below.
Linear (L) VPM
Linear + Interaction (LI) VPM
Pure Quadratic (PQ) VPM
Quadratic + Interaction (QI) VPM
Supposed there are g classes and p feature variables in each class, then the model matrix VPM including g3p elements can be established using feature vectors TS½n3p; g of the training samples in the first step. Noted that for any feature x k i , there are g VPMs, written as fVPM k i (k = 1, 2, . . . , g)g. Once the model type and the order r are selected, fVPM k i g can be obtained using the known submatrices G k ½n k 3p from the training samples.
In particular, the VPM k i can be obtained by solving the matrix equation D k i B k i = x k i . Herein, the design vector D k i is listed in Table 1 . B k i is a coefficient vector which can be obtained by solving the regression equation with the aid of the least squares regression method. The least square method finds the regression coefficient by taking the minimum of the squared error of the fitting as the objective function. Figure 1 . Flowchart of the VPMCD algorithm. Once the coefficients are estimated, the set of best predictive models VPM k i belonging to class k will uniquely characterize the variable associations for the class k. The individual class models VPM k i are represented by model coefficient vector B k i and set of predictive variables formulating the design vector D k i . [26] [27] [28] A structure of VPM can be symbolically shown using matrix representations (5) , each array vector of which represents the VPMs for each class k.
It is worthwhile pointing out that after choosing the model type and its order r, the number of the specific forms of VPM k i is d = (p À 1)C r . For example, when LI model and r = 2 are selected and 20 features are extracted from the training samples, then p = 20, and there are d = (20 À 1) C 2 = 171 possible VPM k i models. Whereas, only the best VPM k i model would be selected out of the d possible models by the minimum sum of squared prediction errors. The best model is the one with minimum sum of squared prediction errors
Step 2: class discrimination. As dedicated above, each VPM k i stores the design vector and the coefficient vector. For an unknown sample, using feature extraction, the new feature variable vector X test ½13p which is written as ½x t1 , x t2 , . . . , x tp is obtained, then these trained models VPM k i are used to calculate the predictive valuesx k ti of any features variable x ti , respectively. The predictive value matrixX test of feature variable can be accomplished by projecting the new feature variable vector X test ½13p on these VPM k i . The predictive value matrixX test is expressed as formula (6)
. . Moreover, the sum SSE k of the prediction errors can be easily obtained as
Therefore, the error square sum vector ½SSE 1 , SSE 2 , . . . , SSE k , . . . , SSE g would be definitely completed. If SSE k is the minimum one element of the error square sum vector, then the unknown sample certainly comes from class k and thus the class discrimination is achieved. VPMCD classifier can discriminate the class of an unknown test sample according to the discrimination function given in equation (8) , and the test sample is classified to class k when minimum value SSE k has been met. The further details can refer to the literature Raghuraj and Lakshminarayanan 27
In summary, the multivariate interactions expressed by the VPMs can be mathematically established, and these mathematical models will show distinct dissimilarities among the classes. Moreover, the distinct relations in the VPMs are specific to each class so that they can be directly used as class discrimination models. As a model-based multiclass discrimination approach, the VPMCD technique has advantages of robustness with less computational effort and is greatly useful to multiclass problem.
Improved VPMCD
As mentioned above, the coefficient vector B k i of VPM can be computed by the least square algorithm for the regression equation. However, it is not always able to achieve stable and reliable outputs when it is applied to the vibration signals. First, the vibration signals are not always normal-distributed. But the basic VPMCD ignores the possibility. As a result, the established VPMs are heteroscedastic, leading to reduction in the recognition rate greatly. In addition, the model structure for VPM mainly depends on the nature of the dynamic system and the variables selected. However, the basic VPMCD determines the signal model structure by selecting artificially, which would result in unstable outputs. Targeting these issues above, two aspects of improvements are made in this paper.
One aspect of improvement is that the weighted least square (WLS) algorithm is utilized to compute the coefficient vector of VPMs instead of the normal least square technique. The training process for VPMs in the VPMCD method is actually a linear or nonlinear regression procedure, and the estimation method of the model parameters is extremely significant for the accuracy and stability of the VPMCD method. In the basic VPMCD method, the least square algorithm is used to solve the issue. As we all know, the premise of the least squares method is that the variables are independent and subject to a normal distribution. However, in the practice of mechanical fault diagnosis, the error of measurement data tends to be non-normal distribution. With least squares estimation, the regular equation will be ill-conditioned, and the effective parameter estimation value may not be obtained. Moreover, when using the least squares method, in order to improve the stability of the parameter estimation, the sample capacity is often required to be high, and the general requirement is greater than 30 or greater than five to eight times the number of variables. But, it is difficult to meet the requirement since fault samples are often not easily acquired resulting in rare fault samples in mechanical fault diagnosis. Therefore, the WLS algorithm is used to obtain more reliable and accurate parameters for VPMs in the VPMCD method.
Unlike the general least square algorithm, the WLS algorithm computes the regression coefficient by taking the minimum of the weighted squared error of the fitting as the objective function, which is expressed as
where w i is the weight and b j is the values of the regression coefficient. The other aspect of improvement is an ensemble VPMCD strategy. Since the basic VPMCD has to decide the model type and its order r before VPMs training and use single model type to establish the VPM, it easily causes unstable classification. Here, we employed an ensemble technique to target this issue.
First, for a feature variable x k i in a certain class k, N models VPM k in (n = 1, 2, . . . , N) can be obtained by the combination of different model types (L, LI, Q, or QI) and different model orders r to reflect different interactions among the feature variables from different viewpoints. Second, N class discrimination results can, respectively, be acquired using these classifiers designed by VPM k in . At last, the vote technique is used to decide the final results. In general, the number N of the models is suggested to set as 3-5 to balance the computation tense and classification rate. In this paper, four types of model were used to get VPM k in individually. They are L model with r = 1, LI model with r = 2, Q model with r = 1, and QI model with r = 2; the first two models mainly capture the linear relationship, while the latter two are basically for nonlinear interactions.
In summary, the VPMCD would be flexible to the data distribution of features extracted from the nonlinear and non-stationary vibration signals of mechanical dynamic system after improvement. However, the number of the possible VPMs equals to d = (p À 1)C r in the training procedure. That means, when we extract lots of features to describe the dynamic characteristics from different domains, the calculation time cost would greatly increase. This would diminish the advantages of the VPMCD multiclass classifier. Actually, many feature variables are less irrelevant or they are less important to the classes. In practice, the computation is quite slow when the feature dimension becomes more than eight. If the irrelevant feature variables are picked out and only more effective features are reserved, the classifiers' speed will be faster. Therefore, we propose a novel feature selection method to refine more relevant features for VPMCD classifiers. The proposed method and its details are described as section ''A novel feature selection method.'' A novel feature selection method
Fuzzy entropy brief
The basic principle in similarity classifier is calculating the similarity measure between the observations and an ideal vector V and then deciding which class the sample belongs to according to the similarity measure. If we get the similarity value between the sample x = ½x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m and the ideal vector V of class i being 1, the sample belongs to class i. If we get the similarity value being zero, the sample does not belong to class i. Now, this idea is introduced to check feature relevance using fuzzy entropy based on similarity. The small entropy values represent formativeness, whereas the high entropy values show signals uncertainty. m similarity measures are calculated (where m is the number of features); if the similarity is 1 or 0, then the formation is certain and the fuzzy entropy is low; if the similarity is close 0.5, then the formation is high uncertain and the fuzzy entropy is high, vice versa. Therefore, the fuzzy entropy measures are good tools to indicate the relevance of features in a data set and have been used for feature selection. 21, 22, 35, 36 When the similarities between ideal vector value of this feature and sample vector values of this feature are calculated, we can find the feature with the highest entropy, which is the lowest relevant feature to the classes and should be removed to reduce the feature dimension. 25 In our work, we use the newer measure of fuzzy entropy to quantify the relevance, which is defined as 22, 35, 36 
where m A (x i ) is the fuzzy set. m A (x i ) refers to the similarity measure of each feature in the proposed method.
Feature selection based on similarity-fuzzy entropy with the improved VPMCD Similarity measure indicates the similar degree between the sample X and the ideal vector V in class i. After obtaining the training sample set X, the similarity S of feature d of an observation x j of the training sample set with that of the idea vector V in class i is expressed as 22, 35 
The similarity can be acquired for each training sample x j in the training sample set X for each feature d and class i. If similarity is 1 or 0, the fuzzy entropy value is low, showing high in formativeness; whereas if similarity is close to 0.5, its fuzzy entropy is the highest, indicating signal uncertainty. In other words, if fuzzy entropy is higher, then the feature is less relevant for the classification procedure. Therefore, in order to reduce the amount of irrelevant features, similarity measure and fuzzy entropy were combined to develop a feature selection algorithm for medical data sets. 22, 35 But in these literature works, the similarity measures calculated by the mean values of features served as the input vector to calculate the fuzzy entropy value, and classification results were acquired using similarity classifier. This would bring two shortcomings. First, the similarity classifier is actually based on distance measures, and its parameters have significant influence on clustering results, 22, 35 while it is complicated to adjust them. In addition, when calculating similarity measures of features, the generalized mean values of features were used for ideal feature vectors, which would lead the ideal vector to change with different training samples used. In other words, when training samples used are different, the removal features will vary much, likely leading to unreliable results for feature selection. Therefore, in our proposed feature selection technique, fuzzy C-mean (FCM) cluster is utilized to provide the more accurate ideal feature vectors. As we all know, FCM is a soft clustering approach and can meet objective function using iterating optimization, so the stable cluster centers can be obtained as the ideal feature vector. Meanwhile, the improved VPMCD method served as a multiclass discrimination approach. The flowchart of proposed method is shown in Figure 2 , and the details are illustrated as follows:
Divide the collection samples set into the training
sample subset and the test sample subset randomly, and use the FCM to compute the cluster centers c i for the ith class. The related expressions used in the FCM can be found in the following
FCM optimizes the objective function to obtain the optimal cluster centers. Its objective function is provided by
where m ij is the degree of membership for the ith sample in jth class, g 2 ½1, ') is the weight coefficient. C is the number of classes and n is the number of training samples. The optimal cluster centers represent the average character of each class, which can be regarded as the best representative point of this class. So, the optimal cluster centers will be regarded as the ideal vectors and ideal vectors V = fv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v C ) with C elements can be determined in the end.
2. Calculate the similarity S with scale factor for each feature of training samples in each class. Supposed there are n training samples, p features, and C classes, the result with C Ã (mn) matrix will be output. In the procedure, to emphasize the distance between the ideal vectors of the classes, the scale factor is introduced to compute the modified fuzzy entropy for each feature in each class. The scale factor is defined as 22
Then, the similarity measures with scale factor can be calculated as Figure 2 . Flowchart of the proposed feature selection method.
Calculate the fuzzy entropy measures and
remove the less relevant features to fulfill feature selection. The fuzzy entropy can be acquired using the similarity measures S as the fuzzy set value by formula (10) . Then, the feature with the highest entropy will be removed, and the new feature subset will be tested with the VPMCD classifier, and all steps are repeated the feature subset is updated until satisfactory performance is achieved and the optimal feature subset is completed.
Application to incipient intelligent multi-fault diagnosis for piston pumps
Piston pumps play important role for a hydraulic system in aircraft, construction machine, and so on. The major parts of a piston pump include in cylinder block, driving shaft, piston, swash plate, valve plate, and slipper and have three most crucial frictional pairs: piston and cylinder bore, swash plate and slipper, and valve plate and cylinder block. When a piston pump is running, due to load fluctuation and impact excitation, the frictional pairs are easy to wear out, which will lead to incipient abrasion failures. Therefore, efficient real-time incipient fault diagnosis for piston pumps is essential to guarantee high reliability and safety. 16, [37] [38] [39] [40] In this section, an incipient fault diagnosis model for piston pumps was developed and applied using the proposed feature selection method with the improved VPMCD.
Data set collection
The experimental vibration signals were collected from axial piston pump experiment rig. The experimental rig and the relevant details are shown in Figure 3 . The axial piston pump used is A11VLO190 with nine pistons. The parts were obtained from the fault part library. The speed of driving shaft was 1600 r/min, and the pressure of the main hydraulic circuit was kept at 10 MPa. The accelerometer was installed to the axial piston pump with magnetic base to collect the vibration signals using NI9233 data acquisition card with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. The piston pump was tested under six different conditions. They are noted as class 1-class 6: class 1-normal condition, class 2-one piston abrasion, class 3-swash pate abrasion, class 4-valve plate abrasion, class 5-both swash pate and valve plate abrasion, and class 6-counter-position pistons abrasion. There were obviously three types of single-fault and two types of multi-fault. The vibration signals under different conditions and their fast Fourier transformation (FFT) spectrum are given in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. We collected 60 raw vibration signals under each condition and 360 raw vibration signals in total. The time of each sample was 0.25 s.
Feature extraction
From Figures 4 and 5 , it was found that the vibration signals collected under different conditions had no distinct difference in structure from each other. But, compared with normal condition, the vibration intensity of the signals under various abnormal conditions increases to different degrees; meanwhile, both the distribution of frequency components and energy change greatly. In other words, the signals show different complexities in structure. In order to realize intelligent fault diagnosis, the raw data sets were processed and some features were extracted for characterizing the signals from different domains. Here, 15 features were obtained using some useful techniques such as time-domain statistic, singular value decomposition (SVD), 41 and local characteristic-scale decomposition (LCD). 42 The first 10 ones were widely used time-domain statistic indexes, they are listed as follows: (1) peak, (2) mean square value, (3) variance, (4) standard deviation, (5) root mean square (RMS), (6) waveform metric, (7) peak metric, (8) pulse metric, (9) skewness, and (10) kurtosis. Then, the special five features from different viewpoints were extracted shown as follows. From Figure 5 , it was observed that when the running condition of the piston pump was normal, the frequency region of the vibration energy ranged from 1900 to 2200 Hz, and when faults happened, the vibration energy moved toward the lower frequency region. So, the 11th and the 12th features to indicate the change for energy distribution with running conditions were designed as follows:
11. The ratio of the vibration in the frequency region 43 (1900 Hz, 2200 Hz)
where d i (i = 1, 2, :::, N) are the spectrum value, and a and b are the number of the first and the last points in spectrum data in the frequency region (1900 Hz, 2200 Hz), respectively.
12. The ratio of the vibration in the frequency region 43 (1 Hz, 1900 Hz) 13. Singular spectrum entropy, E svd . SVD using matrix reconstruction is an important analytical method for time series. 41, 44 However, the reconstruction parameters greatly influence the result of SVD method, so that it is difficult to determine them. 44 Hence, a special skill was used to deal with the issue as follows. First, we used LCD to transform the collected signal into the set of intrinsic scale components (ISCs) 42
where ISC(t) is the ith component and r(t) is the residual component. Second, the matrix fISC i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , mg was analyzed by SVD method and m singular values fl i , i = 1, 2, . . . , mg can be obtained, which depicted the contribution of individual ISC to the complexity and uncertainty of the original signal. 42 In this experiment, the normal signal was decomposed into four ISCs shown in Figure 6 , while the signals under different fault conditions were decomposed into six to nine ISCs. The first six ISCs under different conditions are shown in Figures 7-11 . From Figures 6-11 , it was found that the frequency bands and energy distribution of ISCs were varying under various running conditions.
Recently, related researches have indicated that entropy-based measures are powerful information extraction tool for analyzing complex time series from nonlinear dynamic system. 11, 25, 45 According to the definition of information entropy, the singular spectrum entropy using all of the ISCs from the original signal were extracted as features, which is given as
where p i = l i = P m i = 1 l i . Simultaneously, it was found that the high-frequency ISCs were more informative. Therefore, the inherent fuzzy entropy values of the first two ISCs to quantify the fault-sensitive information as the 14th and 15th features:
14. The inherent fuzzy entropy value H ISC 1 of the first ISC. 15. The inherent fuzzy entropy value H ISC 2 of the second ISC.
In the end, 15 features were acquired. The flowchart of feature extraction is given in Figure 12 . And, the description of features is shown in Table 2 .
Fault diagnosis results and comparison
Three kinds of feature selection techniques and three kinds of classifiers were utilized to built fault diagnosis model and make a comparison. The flowchart of multifault diagnosis is shown in Figure 13 . To begin with, 15 raw features were served as input vector and three different types of classification algorithms-Multi-SVM classifier, backpropagation neural network (BP-NN) classifier, and the improved predictive model-based class discrimination (PMCD) classifier-were employed, respectively. Different number of samples from each class were used as training samples to acquire the classifiers' model. The remaining samples were employed to test the intelligent fault diagnosis model. Because the parameters of BP-NN can greatly affect the classification results, a BP-NN with threelayer structure of 15-8-6 was employed after analysis. The input of the network was raw vector which included 15 elements, and the output of the network was classification results responding to classes of the axial piston pump. The activation functions of input layer and output layer were ''logsig'' function and ''line purelin'' function, respectively. The training function was ''traingdx'' function. The training precise was set as 0.005 and the learning rate 0.001. As we all know, SVM is able to show consistent success rates, but SVM algorithm is binary (separating only two classes at a time) in nature, and the extension to multiclass problems requires iterative or combinatorial analysis using multiple classifiers and intensive optimization routines.
Here, a Multi-SVM program was used with the linear kernel function pre-selected based on prior knowledge. The test was done for 1000 times, and some results when using different training samples are presented in Table 3 . When the number of training samples is less (such as 6), the mean accuracy of BP-NN model can get 82.24%, and it sounds promising, but minimum is 49.69% and the standard deviation is 10.19%, which is the highest in three methods. This shows that BP-NN model has poor robust. Although the mean and minimum accuracy of the VPMCD classifier seem weaker than the Multi-SVM model, VPMCD has higher stability. In addition, the VPMCD classifier costs much less time. When the number of training samples added up to 10, overall, all the three models do well. But BP-NN model was not stable enough; it had the standard deviation at 4.95%, which was more than the one of the two other models. When the number of training samples was 14, the situation was roughly the same as above. When the number of training samples rises up to 20, the time consumption of Multi-SVM model was as long as 34.94 s. The minimum accuracy of BP-NN model cut down as low as 45.42%. On the contrary, the VPMCD classifier outperforms Multi-SVM at high accuracy, small standard deviation, and the lowest time consumption due to its clear mathematic expression and no iterative operation iteration. However, better performance of the VPMCD classifier is expected in engineering. Through analysis, it is found if the higher relevant features are selected to establish the mathematic model, the diagnosis performance can be improved.
As shown above that BP-NN classifier had weak stability, only multi-SVM and the improved VPMCD were used as class recognition methods to make a comparison between different feature selection techniques. First, the ReliefF approach served to accomplish the feature selection which ranked the features according to their importance weights, 46, 47 shown in Figure 14 . From Figure 14 , it can be seen that feature importance weights of number 2, 7, 8, and 14 features (four features in total below the dash line in Figure 14 ) were lower than 0.1 s; so, these features (below the dash line) were removed from the raw feature set. The results using Multi-SVM and VPMCD were illustrated in the first and the second rows in Table 4 , respectively. Note that the results were attained when 10 training samples were used, and there was the same situation below. Second, the fuzzy entropy-based feature selection (FE-FS) approach 22, 35 was used to the same data sets to reduce the feature dimension, and the fuzzy entropy values calculated are visualized in Figure 15 . Here, half selection strategy was taken to select approximately 50% of the features in the domain, so the number 2, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, and 15 features (seven features above the dash line in Figure 15 ) were removed. The results using Multi-SVM and VPMCD were illustrated in the third and fourth rows in Table 4 , respectively. The first four rows of Table 4 indicated that no matter which classification model was used, both the ReliefF and FE-FS can achieve better results and shortened time cost. Through further analysis for the first four rows, it can be shown that the improved VPMCD classifier outweighed Multi-SVM: faster classification speed and more robustness, which are vital for fault diagnosis in engineering practice. Finally, the proposed feature selection method was utilized to select the optimal feature variables to diagnose the faults for the axial piston pump. Five optimal feature variables and the optimal fVPM k i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5g(k = 1, 2, . . . , 6) were obtained. In this stage, 360 samples were divided into two groups: 60 samples for training and 300 samples for test. The procedure ended when the test mean accuracy decreased by more than 1% compared to the previous step or equaled to 100%, and the time consumption was less than 0.1 s. And, 300 test samples are served to verify the proposed fault diagnosis model. The predict errors of test samples are given in Figure 16 . In Figure 16 (a), while using the VPMs for class 1, the predict errors of samples Nos 1-50 are the lowest. This indicates that test samples Nos 1-50 belong to class 1, which is consistent with the actual experimental situation. The same situations exist in Figure 16 (b)-(f), which is not repeated here.
Simultaneously, Multi-SVM was used to make a comparison. The results are given in the fifth and the sixth rows in Table 4 . It can be shown that the Multi-SVM would take longer time due to intense computation though it can also achieve 100% accuracy and get excellent stability after using the proposed feature selection method. Whereas, the improved VPMCD can achieve the optimal diagnosis performance: the highest accuracy, the least time consumption (just 0.08 s), and the best robustness, which is vital for the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis online for key largescale mechanical system. 
Conclusion
First, an improve VPMCD algorithm was proposed to adapt the non-normal distribution characteristics of features. Besides, a novel feature selection technique has been developed by integrating the similarity-fuzzy entropy and the improved VPMCD method. The proposed feature selection technique can find the ideal feature vector using FCM approach for the similarity measures estimation and obtain more accurate fuzzy entropy values, so the dimension of input feature variables can be effectively reduced to boost the performance during the VPM training and test procedure of the VPMCD classifiers, At last, the proposed method was applied to establish incipient intelligent multi-fault diagnosis model for the axial piston pump, which includes three types of single-fault and two types of multi-fault. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique can sort out the most relevant features as optimal features which are more sensitive to fault type and more adaptive. The improved VPMCD classifiers with the optimal features have achieved higher accuracy, less computational cost, and best robustness. But, it should be noted that the VPMCD classifiers need to pre-determine the type of VPMs, which likely leads to unstability of classification results when different models are used. Although this weakness has been considered in this paper, further research should be done in the future.
